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High Resolution Technologies - LineStreamer + Windows Vista / Windows 7 quick setup guide 

Begin by connecting the LineStreamer + to an available USB port on your computer using the shortest 

USB cable length practical.  Connect your line level input signal to the left and right (white / red) RCA 

sockets on the input side of the LineStreamer +.  Apply a signal to the input so that you can verify that 

the LineStreamer + is correctly configured. 

After connecting the LineStreamer + it will undergo its initial enumeration and the appropriate drivers 

will be assigned to the device.  Once this is done, as long as the LineStreamer + remains connected to 

the same USB port, enumeration will be nearly instantaneous with any subsequent pairings with this 

computer. 

On the task bar (typically at the bottom of the screen on your main monitor) you will notice a small icon 

that looks like a speaker.  Right click on this icon to bring up the audio menu, it will look like this: 

 

Scroll down to the "Recording devices" dialog and select it by left clicking.  This will cause a new screen 

titled "Sound" to appear.  Depending upon the number of recording capable devices you have attached, 

you will see one or more 'devices' that can be used to bring audio into the computer.  One of them will 

be the LineStreamer +.  It will be listed as a "Line" device (this name can be changed later) and it will be 

listed as a "USB Audio Device".  It will look similar to this: 
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In the lower right hand corner of the "Sound" window, you will see a "Properties" button.  Select this 

button by left clicking.  This will cause a second window to open titled "Line Properties".   Your screen 

will now look similar to this: 

 

The first dialog will have the default name "Line" listed.  We recommend that you rename this dialog by 

typing "LineStreamer +" as this will make it much easier to recognize the device.  After renaming, click 

on the "Apply" button.  Your screen will now look similar to this: 
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Next, select the "Listen" tab near the top of the "Line Properties" window.  This will open up a new 

dialog which will look similar to this: 

 

A number of options are now available.  The first is a check box labeled "List to this device", this is 

effectively a monitor path option.  If selected, the OS (Operating System) will route the output of the 

LineStreamer + to your currently selected audio playback device (DAC).  This can be useful to confirm 

what audio source is connected to the LineStreamer + input.  By opening the "Playback through this 

device" pull down, other options become available. 

"Power Management" choices are also available.  Normally, you would select "Continue running when 

on battery power" but your needs may differ if you are running the LineStreamer + on a portable class 

computer.  Once you have made your monitoring and power choices left click on "Apply" and then open 

the "Levels" tab.   
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Your screen will now look similar to this: 

 

Since the LineStreamer + is a fixed level ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) the slider control will have no 

effect.  There is however a speaker icon, this icon is the 'mute' control for the LineStreamer + and can be 

toggled on and off as needed.  Normally you can leave this control unmuted.  When ready, select the 

"Advanced" tab.  Your screen will now look similar to this: 
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Here , you can select the sample rate for the project.  In many cases, this will be 44,100 if your goal is to 

make CDs of your analog recordings.   Make the choice which is appropriate for your needs.  Now, 

presuming that you have already supplied a line level signal to the input of the LineStreamer +, you can 

now switch back to the "Recording" tab.  Your screen will now look similar to this: 

 

Note the bar graph on the right hand side of the device (select the LineStreamer + if not already 

selected).  This bar graph will illuminate in varying steps according to the magnitude of the input signal 

applied.  If of a normal line level (usually 1 to 2 Volts RMS maximum) the bar graph will reach the 1/2 to 

3/4 point at the loudest portion of the signal.  This indicates that the level is within the normal range. 

Depending upon the DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) software you are using, it may offer the ability to 

control the LineStreamer + outside of these OS setup steps, but getting an initial configuration can be 

quickly accomplished or changed by making the appropriate settings.  


